
 eco-hero
D O R A  V A

L E N C I A

She is from Tlaxcala, México,
she's working on the Mango
team. We go to the same
school Tecnológico de
Monterrey.  



The life is so short like the world, we close and

put walls for not to see the people are outside

of our circle of friends; today I learned

something new, a discover a new friend, she is

going to my school and I had never noticed it, we

share a lot of phrases about this challenges, I

am so grateful they give us the opportunity to

participate, to meet people , to hear a new

opinion; we are agree about that the project

green challenge has changed our lives, since we

didn’t know the actions we could do for protect

the environment until the moment we make sure

about everything has a label to see the

ingredients, verify the seals of fair trade, look

if it’s organic, I would never thought we do this

thing but now it's the only we think when we

shooping. 

"food waste" we thought that challenge have

impacted on us, we couldn't believe that tons

fresh food has thrown while in other country they

are praying for not die for malnutrition. It was

so annoying and sad that everyday don't consume

the food the soil give us.

I really love a one presentations of  account

about "how to combat the food waste".I think

explain it perfectly.

THANK FOR THETHANK FOR THE
OPPORTUNITY!OPPORTUNITY!



RESPONSE:

Why did you join PGC?

R= Because I am interesed about what are happening with the

enviroment, climate change, the possitive and negative changes

that has impacted to the world. 

What was one moment when you felt like an eco-hero throughout the entire

month of PGC?

R= I think when I worked on a challenge about the fashion, It could be a

one where I felt that I did something to my planet.

What themes resonated with you the most? How will you carry out the

learning?

R= The food waste, I was really impacted because I didn't that Covid-19

did all this disaster, I thought just on economy and healthy but I was

wrong.

How has PGC inspired you to make changes in your own life, in the

local community and in the world?

R= I really want to say that PGC has had an impact on me, I don't

see the world like before, I conscience about the damage we do to

our world, I check everytime when I go to the supermarket the

product we buy,speally the brand, if they use ingredients are

ecollogic, when i arrive at home I wrap the vegetables in

newspaper to conserve 



SCREENSHOTS: 

Ana Paulina Vázquez Laug from Vaquita8az from Tec

de Monterrey. (vaquita8az@gmail.com)


